In the microwave domain and among many other advantages, optics represents an elegant solution to increase the quality Q factor in a system. Different types of optical resonators lead to Q factors above 10 9 , and these resonators can be used as an alternative to optical delay lines to set up the frequency in optoelectronic oscillators (OEO). However, microwave-optics is also a complex field, and if the use of optical resonators in high spectral purity frequency generation systems like OEO has been already demonstrated, many aspects of these OEOs are still incompletely understood, especially the contribution to the oscillator phase noise of the different optical and microwave elements used in the oscillator system. In order to improve the phase noise of a fiber ring resonator based OEO, this oscillator has been theoretically studied in term of white frequency noise. In this paper, we present a theoretical study that has lead us to optimize a fiber ring resonator and the experimental phase noise results obtained for an OEO based on an optimized optical resonator. The OEO thermal stability is also investigated in this paper.
INTRODUCTION
The best microwave oscillators are actually based on microwave (electromagnetic) resonators with quality factors that can reach 10 5 at 10 GHz in case of sapphire whispering gallery modes WGM resonators. However, these resonators have their own limits: their performances degrade at high frequencies (millimetre range) and their size is prohibitive in the low microwave range (~ 5 GHz). Thus, the design of new compact and high performances oscillators is linked to the investigations on new resonators.
An elegant method to reduce the oscillator dimensions and/or to increase the Q factor is to carry the microwaves on another wave type, like acoustic or optical waves [1] . The use of an optical carrier is common to take benefit of optical delay lines properties. These lines are few-km-long optical fibers, with equivalent RF quality factors that can reach 10 6 at 10 GHz and they have been used to stabilize oscillators [2] . Although they are easy to use and relatively well-known, they remain bulky and their thermal stabilization is difficult. An alternative solution to fiber delay lines is the use of optical resonators, with higher Q and relatively low dimensions due to the resonant effect. It is thus possible to design new devices featuring better performances than classical microwave devices.
In the case of optical resonators, one solution is very similar to high Q microwave resonators: the use of optical WGM resonances. These devices are spheres, torus or disks, in which the optical wave circulates close to the equator line. They present really high optical quality factors with demonstrated values from 10 8 to 10 11 at 1.55 µm [3] , but their use in a system is delicate, particularly the coupling of the optical carrier to the resonator via an optical fiber or a prism... Another approach is to take benefit of the low losses in optical fibers to realize a high Q resonator, and we present here the principle and use of high Q fiber ring resonators and OEOs.
To predict the efficiency of fiber ring resonators in terms of quality factors and phase noise when they are included in an optoelectronic oscillator (OEO), a simulation tool is presented in this paper. An optimization approach of the white frequency noise contribution, an extension to the OEO case of a classical method used for microwave oscillators, [4] , is also proposed. The experimental results obtained on the OEO phase noise with a new optimized resonator are presented.
Finally, a theoretical and experimental study has allowed us to determine precisely the oscillator thermal stability, which is an essential parameter for our applications.
FIBER RING RESONATOR AND OPTOELECTRONIC OSCILLATOR

) Fiber ring resonator
Optical telecommunications has leaded to the development of optical fibers that allow us to build easily an optical resonator using two low loss fibered couplers linked with single-mode fibers (Fig. 1) . This resonator will thus generate a transverse single frequency comb with a microwave spacing, free spectral range (FSR), which is directly related to the resonator dimensions. Thanks to the compatibility with pigtailed lasers, the coupling of the optical carrier to the optical resonator is stable and the system can be potentially integrated in a compact device. If the coupling factor is chosen small enough, and if the residual losses of all elements (couplers, splices) are low enough, this optical resonator will feature a high optical factor. Because of the comb type spectral response of this resonator, we can take benefit of this Q factor also in the microwave range using two or more modes, and the equivalent RF quality factor in this case can be written as:
.
where f RF and f opt are respectively the RF and the optical frequencies.
This relation shows that the RF equivalent quality factor increases with the RF frequency for a fixed optical frequency. Nevertheless, and to reach quality factors higher than those obtained with microwave resonators, should be higher than 10 9 because of the frequency ratio, , which is as low as 10 -4 for an optical carrier at 1.55 µm (around 194 THz) and a microwave signal at about 20 GHz. With such a challenging optical Q factor, these optical resonators can lead to an elegant alternative to microwave resonators. Moreover, due to the fiber low thickness, the fiber resonator features a planar shape which can be easily integrated in a system.
) Optoelectronic oscillator
The OEO we have built thanks to this fiber ring resonator is schematically described on Fig. 2 and has been fully described in [5] . The laser used in this OEO configuration has a very thin linewidth and is stabilized on a resonance using a low frequency Pound-Drever-Hall (PDH) feedback loop [6] . The microwave oscillation is then maintained by another HF loop containing a microwave filter, an amplifier and a phase shifter.
In our first OEO configuration, and in spite of a relatively good loaded quality factor of our first 10 meter fiber ring resonator, the OEO presented a high phase noise level (Fig. 3 ). This high phase noise level was firstly due to the losses through the resonator, which degrades the optical link noise to carrier ratio (NCR . The NCR influences directly the white frequency noise part of the oscillator phase noise spectrum (between 2 kHz and 500 kHz on the upper curve of figure 3 . Reducing the transmission losses through the resonator is difficult, because this parameter is directly related to the coupling factor of the two optical couplers, and thus to the loaded quality factor. An increase of the coupling may degrade the Q factor and the phase noise.
Closer to the carrier, another noise component of high amplitude, this time of 1/f α type (α > 1), was also observed. This 1/f α frequency noise may be due to the resonator itself or to the laser PDH stabilization loop, which was not optimized for low noise operation.
However, for the white frequency noise part of the spectrum, the noise contributions can be more easily calculated as they are related to the noise to optical carrier ratio NCR. A theoretical study of the contribution of the optical resonator to the white frequency noise has thus been performed. . The green dashed curve shows the théoretical contribution of the white frequency noise of the 20m-long ring on the OEO phase noise [7] ; measurements are performed on an Agilent E5052B signal source analyser. 
OEO WHITE FREQUENCY NOISE OPTIMISATION
The theoretical study of the OEO occur in two steps: we had first modelled the resonator itself and then its influence on the oscillator phase noise [7] .
) Fiber Ring Resonator and OEO white frequency noise modeling
The fiber ring resonator was modelled in terms of electrical fields [8] , and described through its length and optical couplers characteristics in terms of transmission (T), coupling (κ) and losses (p) coefficients. We also take into account the intrinsic losses (α) of the ring such as splicing losses (Fig. 1 ). With this model, we can predict the resonator FSR, the mode width and thus the optical quality factor of the resonator.
The OEO white frequency noise contribution, resulting from the optical noise to carrier ratio is then evaluated. Inside the OEO loop bandwidth, it depends on the offset frequency , the optical quality factor and the noise to carrier ratio NCR as shown in relation (2).
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This model is of course only valid in the frequency range on which the phase noise is dominated by the white frequency noise contribution (additive noise effect).
) Fiber Ring Resonator optimization and new OEO phase noise results
The factor of the fiber ring resonator and its contribution to the OEO phase noise are closely linked to the fiber length, the optical couplers residual losses and the intrinsic losses of the ring itself. A decrease of the fiber ring losses and of the coupling factors of the optical couplers will increase . However the decrease of the coupling factors will also degrade the carrier to noise ratio. Therefore, a trade-off has to be found between high loaded and low NCR to obtain the best results in terms of OEO phase noise using equation (2) .
Thanks to this theoretical study [7] , we have designed a new optimized fiber ring resonator of 20m long, using a couplers coupling ratio of 99/1 %. This resonator has been characterized using a measurement set-up described in [5] . A high spectral purity laser (Koheras) is firstly locked on the resonator with the PDH approach, and then the lateral resonant modes are studied using a microwave modulation of the laser signal using a Mach-Zehnder modulator. With this approach, it is easy to get the frequency response of the resonator with an extreme precision, as the analysis is performed using a microwave network analyser. With this technique, a mode width of 38 kHz has been measured on this new resonant device, and thus an optical quality factor of 5.1x10 9 at 1.55 µm. With this measurement, and thanks to our theoretical model, we have been able to estimate the splice losses to be 0.01 dB and the couplers residual losses to be 0.04 dB. Using these characteristics of the fiber ring resonator, the contribution of the white frequency noise is expected to reach a level of -120 dBc/Hz at 10 kHz from the carrier (Fig. 3) , taking into account that a relatively low laser power has been used in this experiment in order to prevent any unwanted behaviour such as the starting up of Brillouin generation or of any nonlinear behaviour of this kind.
This new 20m long fiber ring resonator has been used to realize a new OEO at 10 GHz and the related phase noise has been measured (Fig. 3) . We can observe that the phase noise level has effectively been improved with a level of -110 dBc/Hz at 10 kHz from the carrier, and about -30 dBc/Hz at a 10 Hz offset frequency. The corner frequency at the frontier between the white frequency noise and the phase noise floor confirms a RF quality factor of 2.5x10 5 at 10 GHz for the OEO. Compared to the previous result, the improvement is clear, both for white frequency noise or 1/f frequency noise. However, a clear to 1/f noise contribution is still observed inside the resonator bandwidth. Further improvements in phase noise will need a better understanding of this noise contribution.
) Resonator and OEO simulation using ADS
The new experimental phase noise result has shown that the white frequency noise contribution is not predominant any more, as it is clearly demonstrated through the comparison of the computation based on the NCR model and the experimental data (Fig. 3) . We have now to model the 1/f noise conversions in this system. This 1/f frequency noise may come from the resonator (resonator frequency fluctuations) or may be due to the conversion process in the oscillating system, or even inside the resonator itself, of another source of 1/f noise. Our approach of this problem is based on an original method developed on ADS software (Agilent) [9] . Indeed, ADS is able to simulate the non-linear noise conversions between carriers at frequencies which are totally different, such as DC, RF carrier (ex : 10 GHz) and its harmonics and the optical carrier (194 THz). This software also includes system models of classical microwave devices, circuit modelling capabilities and the possibility to develop our own models of optical devices (even if it is not an optical simulator) using black box approach.
Using ADS, we are now able to simulate the optical and RF response of the optical fiber ring resonator. This model is based on a description of the resonator using ideal transmission lines (defined by their delay, losses…) and couplers models included in ADS. It has been compared to an analytical model developed on Matlab for these resonators [10] , and also to experimental results. In both cases, the comparison has proven the efficiency of our approach on ADS software. It is a real improvement of our approach, because already at resonator level, it is much easier to simulate using ADS than on a specific model developed on Matlab. Indeed, ADS offers a modern circuit design interface which allows quick changes in the resonator configuration and the possibility to simulate complex resonators (such as coupled resonators for example).
The resonator model has then been included in an optical link model also developed using ADS [9] . The RF response of the resonator can thus be simulated in an open loop configuration (including some noise conversions). Then the optical link with the resonator has been included in a complete OEO system and the oscillating loop has been closed adding an element which allows the control of the phase, the gain, and which also filters the signal with the same Q factor as the dielectric resonator used in the real OEO experiment (Q ~ 2000, which is enough to select one mode of the resonator frequency comb).
Thanks to the resonator simulation approach, we have now a better understanding of some noise conversion phenomena. The laser noise can be converted in this type of resonators, and it could be the main problem in these systems. However, the results obtained on the whole system are not, up to now, totally in agreement with the experiment and we are still investigating on this modelling approach. The complete modelling approach of the OEO using ADS will thus be presented in a further paper.
FIBER RING RESONATOR AND OEO THERMAL STABILITY
One of the critical points in the use of OEOs is their thermal stability. Because the resonator is the frequency reference element in the OEO, the oscillator thermal stability is directly related to the resonator thermal stability. More precisely, it is the frequency stability of the modes spacing, rather than the absolute optical frequency, that has to be studied. We have thus investigated on this problem both theoretically and experimentally, and both on the resonator alone and on the whole OEO system.
) Theoretical study
The mode spacing in the resonator frequency comb, FSR, is given by , where is the speed of light, is the optical fiber effective refractive index and is the fiber length. Thus, the mode spacing will depend on these two parameters of the optical fiber used in the resonator, n and L.
In our model, we have considered that the fiber encounters a temperature variation of . The variation of the effective refractive index with the temperature will be more important than that of the fiber length in a typical single mode silica fiber. It has a nearly linear dependence on temperature, [11] , and it is given by:
The fiber length variation is related to the fiber expansion coefficient α, [11] [12], by:
Thus, the fiber length variation with the temperature will be given as follow:
In a fiber ring resonator, the optical field phase delay, after propagating though the fiber loop [13] , is given by:
where ϑ is the optical frequency and the resonant frequency ϑ will be determined by:
Thus ϑ will be as follow:
From (8), we can see that the optical resonant frequency is a multiple k of the resonator free spectral range.
When heating the fiber in the ring, and will change with , so that the optical signal will encounters an additional phase delay , given by :
And the condition (6) will be replaced by:
The k th resonant frequency ϑ will then shift by ∆ϑ as follow:
From (11), we can see that a first effect of the thermal variation in a fiber ring resonator will be a uniform shift of the frequency comb generated by the resonator. Together with this effect, the will also change, and this is the only variation in the optical domain that will be visible in the RF domain, because in a microwave application the photodiode output will be the resulting RF frequency of the beating between two optical modes of the frequency comb. This variation is given by:
From (11) and (12), we get: figure 4 shows a simple illustration of some relations mentioned above. SR variation e fiber ring is two modes of a number N of (Fig.4) . This n N= ΔFSR e:
ΔFSR RF =( and these relative fluctuations are a constant which is equal to -6.8 ppm K -1 .
Finally the global FSR variation, whatever the fiber ring length was, will be given by:
∆FSR RF f RF 6.8 10 Hz
The relative frequency stability of the fiber ring resonator based OEO will thus be of -6.8 ppm K -1 . This value can be compared to the typical temperature stability value of a conventional microwave dielectric resonator oscillator (DRO) which is in the range of 3 ppm K -1 for commercial devices.
)Experimental results
The ring has been set up on the top of a heating plate, where 95 % of the 20m long fiber ring was in contact with the plate, such that the two optical couplers of the resonator were isolated from thermal variations, (Fig.6 ). For a ΔT=35 K and a microwave application frequency f RF =10.2 GHz, the theoretical study gives a ∆FSR RF = 2.4 MHz, which means a negative shift of the optical beating resulting RF frequency by 2. 
